
GENESIS     (This first book of the Bible is critically important for a proper understanding of
                       the whole Bible. Just as a weak foundation makes for a weak building, so weak
                       teaching on Genesis, the foundational book of God's Word, makes for weak 
                       theology and a weak church.)

     A. Robert Candlish, GENESIS; Kregel--this 19th century Scots theologian wrote what many
          believe to be the best all-around commentary on Genesis. He is clear, reverent, pastoral.
          Spurgeon loved it.
     A. John Calvin, GENESIS; Banner of Truth--some would argue that Calvin's commentary
          deserves first place among commentaries on this key book. In this work, he excels at seeing
          the outworking of God's providence in history. (Much longer than the abridgment below.)
     A. John Calvin, GENESIS; eds. McGrath & Packer; Crossway (begins the Crossway Classic
          Commentaries with a bang--Calvin never grows old or out of date, which says something
          about his handling of the text)
     A. James M. Boice, GENESIS: AN EXPOSITIONAL COMMENTARY(3 Vol).; Zondervan-
          A leading 20th century pastor-scholar gave us an example to follow (and exceed) in opening
          up God's Word for 21st century people. 
     A. Philip Eveson, THE BOOK OF ORIGINS (Genesis Simply Explained); Evangelical Press
     A. Nancy Ganz, GENESIS (A COMMENTARY FOR CHILDREN); Shepherds Press-great
          for pastors, parents, and Sunday School teachers to help them think through how to teach
          Genesis to children. Her husband is a Presbyterian pastor in Canada and heads the Ottawa
          Reformed Study Center. This is a Reformed commentary for children as are the sister 
          volumes. 
      A. Kent Hughes, GENESIS (Beginning and Blessing); Crossway--a great preacher of the late
          20th century opens up God's ancient book of beginnings and blessings. Having already put
          preachers and laymen in his debt with his N.T. 'Preach the Word' series, this early volume
          in the O.T. continuation of the series is vintage Hughes.
     A. Andrew Fuller, "Expository Discourses on the Book of Genesis, Intertwined with Practical
          Reflections"; THE WORKS OF ANDREW FULLER; Vol.3:1-200; Sprinkle Publications

     B. Derek Kidner, GENESIS; InterVarsity--generally a very fine treatment and sensitive to
          to the spirit and letter of biblical Hebrew. However in the opinion of this reviewer, he makes
          unnecessary concessions to evolutionary scientific theory. This does not take away from the 
          rest of His comments as they are usually very insightful and pregnant with meaning.
     B. Kenneth Matthews, GENESIS (2 Vol.) (New American Commentary Series); Broadman & 
          Holman--fine exegetical interpretation with recent bibliography.
     B. Bruce Waltke and Cathi Fredericks, GENESIS (A Commentary); Zondervan--ditto above
     B. Allen P. Ross, CREATION & BLESSING (A Guide to the Study and Exposition of   
          Genesis); Baker--a boon to pastors and Bible teachers who want to teach Genesis . Very
          good at showing how Genesis might be preached today, particularly the historical narratives 
          of chapters 12 and following.
     B. H. C. Leupold, GENESIS (2 Vol.); Baker--this 20th century Lutheran evangelical has
          written a good, solid standard for all others evangelical commentaries to emulate. Leupold
          is learned, reverent, sober and with a warm love for "the seed of the woman", Jesus Christ.
     B. John Currid, GENESIS (2 vol.); Evangelical Press--warm and lucid commentary on the 
          book of the origin of all things. Shows why Genesis teaches six day creation.
     B. Victor Hamilton, GENESIS (2 vol.) (New International Commentary on the Old Testament);
          Eerdmans
     B. Bill Arnold, ENCOUNTERING THE BOOK OF GENESIS; Baker 
     B. Andrew Louth, editor; ANCIENT CHRISTIAN COMMENTARY ON SCRIPTURE; 
          OLD TESTAMENT, VOL. 1--GENESIS 1-11; InterVarsity--how did the early fathers of
          the church handle Genesis?  Here's the best place to start. Might not make it into your Bible
          teaching or sermon but it might make you think about some of your interpretations before
          you teach them. 
     B. G. C. Aalders, GENESIS (3 vols.) (Bible Study Commentary); Zondervan--while out of 
          print it is worth obtaining for a Reformed, covenantal perspective with conservative insights. 

     C. Gordon Wenham, GENESIS (2 Vol.); Word Biblical Commentary Series; W/Thomas 
          Neslson--this contemporary evangelical O.T. scholar's commentary overflows with helpful 
          information. It's excellence is marred by concessions to evolutionary theory and critical 
          scholarship. Still offers great help if read with discernment.
  

     STUDIES OF KEY PEOPLE, EVENTS  AND TYPES IN GENESIS
          Genesis is full of interesting people, predicaments, stories and types. Those wishing for 
          help to learn from the lives of people God touched by His sovereign grace to accomplish 
          His purposes can consult the following with real profit:

     A.  John Bunyan, "An Exposition of the First Ten Chapters of Genesis with Some of the 
           Eleventh"; THE WORKS OF JOHN BUNYAN; Vol. 2:413-502; Banner of Truth
     A.  Gardiner Spring,FIRST THINGS (Lectures in the First Lessons God Revealed to 
           Mankind) [2 volumes in 1]; Solid Ground Christian Books--uniquely covers such topics as 
           God's first work, the first man, the first woman, the first marriage, the first revolt, the first 
           sin, etc. Pregnant with good ideas for teaching and preaching today. 
     A. William G. Blaikie, HEROES OF ISRAEL; Klock & Klock-- helpful character studies
     A.  Joseph Lawson, THE LIFE OF JOSEPH; Banner of Truth--going beyond the superficial
           "great man theory" of man-centered moralizing, it shows the sovereign grace of God instead
     A.  Arthur W. Pink, GLEANINGS IN GENESIS; Moody--marred a bit by Pink's early
           dispensationalism, but Pink was coming out of this phase of his life and theology and the 
          insights he offers are frequently the result of hard labor in the Scriptures and prayer.
     A. Henry Law, THE GOSPEL IN GENESIS; Banner of Truth--traces the theme of grace
          through the dark threads of human failings in the beginning of the plan of salvation.
     A. Edward J. Young, IN THE BEGINNING (Geneis 1-3 and the Authority of Scripture);
          Banner of Truth--popular radio addresses which have a profundity and spirituality which
          will both inform and inspire. Applied scholarship at its best.
     A. Edward J. Young, GENESIS 3; Banner of Truth--Adam, Eve, the serpent, sin, the Fall,
          the curse, the promise of "the seed of the woman" are all crucial to understanding the 
          rest of God's revelation. Students of  the Word of God should not miss this key study by
          one of the greatest Old Testament scholars of the 20th century.
     A. Iain Duguid, LIVING IN THE GRIP OF RELENTLESS GRACE (The Gospel in the Lives 
          of Isaac & Jacob); P & R--great for personal or family devotions with teens and for 
          preaching.
    



     B. Alan Millard and Donald Wiseman, eds.; ESSAYS IN THE PATRIARCHAL 
          NARRATIVES; Wipf & Stock--conservative scholars show the historicity of events in the
          early chapters of Genesis
     B. Richard Hess, Philip Satterthwaite and Gordon Wenham, HE SWORE AN OATH (Biblical 
          Themes from Genesis 12-50); Wipf & Stock--conservative scholars show the historicity and
          theology of the later chapters of Genesis. 
     B. Sidney Greidanus, PREACHING CHRIST FROM GENESIS; Eerdmans--Greidanus is an 
          expert on hermeneutics, biblical theology and preaching. He has done the contemporary 
          church and its pastors great good by his textbooks on homiletics and Christ-centered 
          preaching. Would make a good textbook for a preacher to work through while preaching 
          Genesis. 

     STUDIES ON SIX-DAY CREATION (Most 20th century critical commentaries sought
     to remain faithful to 'the assured results of science' while seeking to squeeze the Bible into 'the
     book of nature', as general revelation or 'science' is called by men today. Since Bible students
     may not know of treatments of the biblical text that see six day creation revealed in Scripture, it 
     is here presented for their help. 
     A. John MacArthur, Jr.; THE BATTLE FOR THE BEGINNING (Creation, Evolution and the
          Bible); W Publishing Group--a salvo against naturalism, literary framework hypothesis, and
          other attempts to make the Bible fit into secular science. 
     A. Andy McIntosh, GENESIS FOR TODAY (Showing the Relevance of the Creation/
          Evolution Debate for Today's Society); Day One Publications--university science professor 
          and Reformed Baptist lecturer and evangelist, Professor McIntosh has put us in his debt. 
          Should be read by all pastors, elders, Bible teachers and fathers of households.

     B. David G. Hagopian, ed.; THE GENESIS DEBATE (3 views on the days of creation); Crux
          Press--enlists advocates of the 24 hour day view (Ligon Duncan and David Hall); the day-
          age view (Hugh Ross and Gleason Archer); and the literary framework view (Lee Irons and
          Meredith Kline) to represent their positions.
     B. Douglas Kelly, CREATION AND CHANGE (Genesis 1:1-2:4 in the Light of Changing 
          Scientific Paradigms); Christian Focus/Mentor--a great theologian and leader in the field of
          six day creation defense and exposition. 
     B. Joseph Pipa and David Hall, eds.; DID GOD CREATE IN SIX DAYS?;  Southern Presby-
          terian Press--symposium by various scholars on the title's emphasis, with the main given
          to a defense of six day creation.
     B. Kenneth Gentry and Michael Butler, YEA, HATH GOD SAID? (The Literary Framework
          Hypothesis/Six Day Creation Debate); Wipf and Stock Publishers--another critique of the 
          so-called literary framework hypothesis of creation vs. the exegetical/traditional 
          understanding of the texts. 
     B. James Jordan, CREATION IN SIX DAYS (A Defense of the Traditional Reading of 
          Genesis One); Canon Press--ditto above.


